OODLES OF "OH'S"  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. Lunch spot
5. Calendar listing: Abbr.
9. "Get a ___"
13. Has second feelings about
14. "Game of Thrones" actor ___ Hempstead Wright
15. Adroitness
16. Carpet's measurement
17. One who slams into Nemo's forgetful friend?
19. Strong urge from a UK political party?
21. Silver of statistics
22. Tennis champ Monica
23. Highway covering
24. Kind of tea
27. Covers up, secretly
31. Historian's expertise
32. Salary for someone who works for Queen?
36. Nose-up-in-the-air type
38. Topics in string theory?
39. Thom ___ (bargain shoe brand)
40. One who gooses a shetland?
43. Party game that some players skip
44. Buttercup kin
45. Exposed, in a way
47. Seek for something
48. Rich soil
51. Low cards
53. Sycophantic stock market pessimist?
57. Treasure container that's as old as the hills?
59. Org. with a "Know Your Rights" page
60. Look up and down
61. 2007 horror sequel
62. Lunch time
63. Event when you might see some body?
64. Blows away
65. Patellar groove spot

DOWN
1. [Grumble]
2. Note with a national side
3. Malevolent stare
4. "Because, and that's final"
5. Unified
6. Cuts down a bit
7. Treats
8. "Doin' work," initially
9. "Love birds, knock it off!"
10. Hair metal band with an unnecessary double letter
11. "When you put that way..."
12. Pricing word
14. One put on a pedestal
18. Take a piece?
20. Boo bird's cry
23. Nearby objects
24. Pig of kiddie TV
25. ___ the side of caution
26. Clinton's running mate
27. Jedi fighters
28. Warts and all
29. American Revolutionary patriot Silas
30. Bishops' group
33. Approving
34. "Gentleman Jack" diarist Lister
35. Sneezy buddy
37. Big name in kids clothing
41. Fanciful verse
42. Looking up
46. ___ Stadium (Vikings home)
48. Lerner's composing partner
49. Date night spot?
50. 1999 Matthew McConaughey movie that predicted the reality genre
51. Brutus's cover up?
52. Stroll around the block
53. Spring break?
54. Demand-ing class?: Abbr.
55. Burn soother
56. Hard-to-read old letter
57. "I'm not seeing it"
58. Farm-to-your-table letters